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Novel Units® Single-Classroom User Agreement 
for Non-Reproducible Material

With the purchase of electronic materials (such as ebooks and print-on-demand
teaching activities) from a Novel Units, Inc. (Novel Units) Web site, or that of a
Novel Units authorized dealer’s Web site, the customer (the purchaser or person
for whom this product was purchased) is granted a single-classroom user license,
which entitles the customer to use these materials for a single classroom (or home)
only.

Sharing the digital files or reproduction of any part of this
publication in any way or by any means for additional classrooms
(or homes), an entire school, or a school system; by for-profit
institutions and tutoring centers; or for commercial sale is strictly
prohibited.

Reproduction of any part of this Teacher Guide is strictly prohibited.
Use of the materials for anything other than classroom instruction is a violation of
Novel Units intellectual property rights. Novel Units retains full intellectual property
rights on all proprietary products, and these rights extend to electronic editions of
print books or materials, excerpts of print books or materials, and individual
teaching activities offered for sale in digital format.

To obtain more information, or, if you would like to use Novel Units products for
additional purposes not outlined in the single-classroom license (described above),
please contact customercare@ecslearningsystems.com.
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“The Pudding Like a Night on the Sea” — Pages 1–16
Vocabulary

pudding  1 special  1 thoughts  2 wonderful  2
raft  2 cracked  3 bubbled  3 loosened  5
whipped  5 bother  6 craters  8 evened  8
congratulations  16

Vocabulary Activities
1. Complete each of the comparisons by using a vocabulary word. (Sample: GOOD is to

BAD as HOT is to COLD.)

a) UNHAPPY is to SAD as ___________________ is to BEATEN. (WHIPPED)

b) BETTER is to WORSE as _______________ is to COMMON. (SPECIAL)

c) HERE is to THERE as ____________________ is to FASTENED. (LOOSENED)

d) GOOD is to KIND as __________________ is to MARVELOUS. (WONDERFUL)

e) UP is to DOWN as __________________ is to SOOTHE. (BOTHER)

f) BIG is to LARGE as ___________________ is to HOLLOW. (CRATER)

g) SCARED is to FRIGHTENED as _____________ is to SMOOTHED. (EVENED)

2. Each of these vocabulary words needs a word to describe it:

__________________ pudding

__________________ raft

__________________ craters

Each of these vocabulary words needs a word to tell “what.” (whipped cream, cracked
eggs, loosened tie, etc.)

whipped ________________

cracked ________________

loosened ________________

Discussion Questions
1. Julian’s father is described in the first full paragraph on page 2. Reread that paragraph.

It starts with, “My father is a big man...” and ends with “...to the bottom of our
shoes.” What is your impression of this man? What has the author done to make you
feel as you do? Discuss. (See Post-reading Activity #1.)
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2. How does the diminishing of the pudding come about? (Pages 7-8, Huey puts his
finger into the pudding, to get a taste of it, Julian follows suit, and the pudding is soon just
a puddle instead of a sea.) Role play the tasting of the pudding. Why do you think that
the “tasting” continued after the first lick? Discuss. Has this type of situation ever
happened to you? If so, what were the circumstances? 

3. Do you think that the boys deserve some kind of punishment for what they did? Just
exactly what is it that they did? Explain. What is your opinion of the father’s “beating
and whipping”? (pages 12 through 16) Do you think that Julian and Huey learned
something from the “beating and whipping”? Do you think that they would have
learned the same lesson had they been disciplined in a different manner? Discuss
appropriateness of reactions to inappropriate actions. 

Post-reading Activities
1. Start an attribute web for Julian’s father. Add to the web as you learn more about him.

Lines on one side are for direct characterization. Lines on the other side are for indirect
characterization. Characterization is the way an author lets the reader know what the
characters are like. In direct characterization, the author describes the character
directly. (blue eyes, brown hair, etc.) In indirect characterization, the author provides
clues about the character through thoughts, speech, and actions.

2. A simile is a comparison of things that are not alike. A writer uses words such as like
and as in the comparison. On page 2, Julian’s father tells the boys what the pudding
that he is making will taste like. “It will taste like a night on the sea.”

Create a simile of your own, to tell of the taste of the pudding. Remember to use
either the word like or as in your description. When you have finished that simile,
create another one about anything you choose. Make an illustration for it.

big man
wild black hair

etc.

Father

Direct Indirect

“When he
laughs, the sun
laughs in the

window pane.”
(page 2)
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3. Make some pudding to share and enjoy. Collect recipes, and have the students select
the ones that they would like to try. Work in groups to prepare samples for a tasting
time. (See Teacher Information Section for additional recipes.) For example:

Pudding Swirl
One package (4-serving) instant pudding, any flavor Two cups cold milk
One cup thawed non-dairy whipped topping

Prepare pudding mix with milk as directed on package. Let stand for 5 minutes. Add 
whipped topping to pudding and stir through for a marbled effect. Garnish with 
additional whipped topping, if desired.

Applesauce Pudding
11⁄2 cups cold milk 1⁄2 cup applesauce
1 package (4-serving) instant vanilla pudding
One dash each: salt, cinnamon, and nutmeg

Combine milk, applesauce, salt, cinnamon and nutmeg in a bowl. Add pudding mix.
Beat slowly with rotary beater or at lowest speed of electric mixer until well blended,
about 2 minutes. Pour at once into serving dishes and let set about 5 minutes. Serve
plain or garnish with graham cracker crumbs, if desired. 

4. Make a story map for this incident. (See page 10 of this guide.)

“Catalog Cats” — Pages 17-30
Vocabulary

catalog  17 afterward  18 hundreds  18 underground  19
ordinary  19 suppose  20 someplace  23 invisible  26
ignorant  27 quiver  28 request  30

Vocabulary Activities
1. Match the vocabulary word with its definition.

Definition Vocabulary Word
uninformed ______________________  (ignorant)
subterranean ______________________ (underground)
not visible ______________________  (invisible)
somewhere ______________________  (someplace)
later ______________________  (afterward)
presume ______________________  (suppose)
common ______________________  (ordinary)
tremble ______________________  (quiver)
to ask for ______________________  (request)
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